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トウキョウアメリカンクラブ

at one of the city’s hottest restaurants. On-site gym and
spa facilities that will help you look and feel your best. If
you’re looking for long-term lease properties with a full
range of services in convenient locations around Tokyo,
it’s time to upgrade to MORI LIVING.

www.moriliving.com
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An English-speaking concierge who helps you book a table
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Time for an upgrade
Time for MORI LIVING

本体七二八円

Making a
Difference

Young Members on the appeal of philanthropy
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JAPANESE TIPS FOR CONTENTMENT + BAR TALK + TWO-WHEELED TRIUMPH

INDEPTH | NIHONBA SHI

Bar None
The bar of the
Club’s soon-toopen Nihonbashi
facility promises
an elegant and
vibrant experience
for all imbibers.
WORDS OWEN ZIEGLER

I

like bars just after they open
for the evening,” declares
gumshoe Philip Marlowe in
Raymond Chandler’s 1953
noir masterpiece The Long Goodbye.
“The first quiet drink of the evening in
a quiet bar—that’s wonderful.”
Nihonbashi, a neighborhood long
known as a hub of business bustle, is
likely not overflowing with watering
holes that would appeal to Marlowe.
Come spring, however, the Club’s
first-ever satellite club, located in Nihonbashi Muromachi Mitsui Tower,
promises a classic bar experience for
all discerning drinkers.
Member Terry White, who sits on
the TAC Nihonbashi Task Force, is excited about the space.
“It creates a sense of belonging,” he
says of the bar’s function. “In the mid-

Architectural rendering of the Nihonbashi Club bar

dle of town, in Tokyo’s commercial district, you can just relax, take a breath
[and] pause to talk to your friends, clients, whoever you like.”
Designed by Daishi Yoshimoto of
Tokyo-based architectural firm UDS,
the square-shaped bar will be the
Club’s eye-catching centerpiece. With
an adjacent lounge space for those in
search of a more sedate experience, the
bar will emanate a livelier yet eminently stylish atmosphere.
“I want this to be an island so that
people can move around,” says Yoshimoto, who worked with the task force
on the interior design of the entire facility. “You want freedom of movement.
You want it to be really, really fluid. It
will become the hub of the Club.”
Fashioned with classic dark woods
and custom-made lighting fixtures, the
bar will also feature elevated rails for
glassware so as not to obscure the view
out of the nearby floor-to-ceiling windows. Anchoring the bar in the center
will be an illuminated tower of liqueurs
and fine glassware, which will double
as a striking accent piece to welcome
Members and guests.
“We want this to be the wow factor,”
Yoshimoto says.

White explains that while the Azabudai clubhouse features its own share
of establishments where Members can
wet their whistle, the bar at the Nihonbashi Club will offer an entirely different atmosphere. By virtue of its location in the heart of one of Tokyo’s most
historic business districts, the bar will
serve as an oasis of lunchtime tipples
during the day and as an afterwork refuge for coworkers and client meetups.
“You walk in,” imagines White,
“there’s a bartender shaking the shaker. There’s a buzz in the room. The
background music is sophisticated. It’s
going to be something else.”
It’s a few months before the first
drink is poured at the Nihonbashi
Club, but White already has his beverage of choice picked out: a classic
Manhattan to match the refined setting. Marlowe would approve.
NIHONBASHI: TRADITION &
MODERNITY
Experience Nihonbashi’s intriguing
blend of Edo-era culture and
modern-day Tokyo on this
Connections-organized walking tour.
 December 14  Half-day tour
 Details online
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